
TO : sIAn - Governor Harriman DATE: May 31, 1967 " 

THROUGH: A...TtA!L4.S.. Sandy M. Pringle 

FRW : ARA/lAS.. George Listet 

SUBJECT: Two Suggestions Concerning Vietlltmt 

Greetings from the Lower Depths of ARA! 

The fol10"'wir.g are two suggestions related to the problem 
of Vietnma. 

1. Moscow, Hanoi and others may well have ass\'lmt!d 
that a Middle East crisis would weaken us in Vietnam be
cause Uncle Sam cannot be at full strength everywhere at 

. once. If so. the Communists may have outs\'iW.rted them
$elves.. Actually J the naw crisis may have the opposite 
effect" for one reason because it takes the spotlight~ in 
t.l-tis country and elsewhere, awa.y frem Vietnam.. At 3.11 
events t the present Soviet-Nasser 111i.gament might be ex
ploited to hurt Ha:noi and the ant4.-war movement: in this 
cOtmtrJ and abroad II in the sa:ae way that the Ritler-Stalin 
Pact devastated the American C<mmmist Party It A significant: 
and active minority of the anti-war leaders and activists 
are JfYilS.. If i 1: can be shown that Hanoi supports Nasser, 
at a time when the U.S. (and LBJ) are the main pTotectors 
of Israel, many of these Jews (including some in the 
American Communist Party) will modify their present views 
on the Vietnam war.. Thus, I believe it would be to our 
interest. in this country and elsewhere (including Vietnam), 
to arrange for skillful. tmattributed propaganda exploitation 
of available material showing' Hanoi is with Nasser.. In 
addition to influaucing some Jews against Hanoi J this would 
also serve the general purpose of showing the !forth Vietnamese 
as being on the side of the clear aggressor in the Middle East. 
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2 CONFIDENTIAL 

It may prove somewhat difficult to find exploitable 
statements from Hanoi, because the North Vietnamese probably 
have said relatively little thus far on the Middle East 
aiais. I checked with the FBIS liashington office and they 
doubt that they have available any official Hanoi public 
cmm:aent on the subject. But they believe there might well 
have been such comment 'l,iTithout it having been picke~ up and 
s~nt in by the FBIS service, since the latter would not 
normally inclt1de Hanoi's passing references to the Middle 
East in their reporting. I doubt that the North Vietnamese 
Communists would publicly ignore the crisis entirelYt and 
it WO"..11d be awkward for them to deviate very far from the 
Moscow line. Therefore, if it turns out that nothing is 
rea.dily a.vailable on tM subject here in Washington, it might 
be useful to ask the field to cable whatever they have or 
can pick up from Hanoi broadcasting and news coverage, Just 
a few anti-Israeli or pro-Nasser statements would suffice for 
our purposes .. 

Meammile, the attached clipping shows how the 
Itali~~ ComroL~i$t ?arty~ on~ of the ~re sophisti~ated and 
experienced, is tryin..~ to straddle th.is iSfJUe t ~lhich is an 
explosive one for the Commoniats--cspecially if it can be 
exploited quickly. 

2.. Entirely apart from the foregoing, do you think it 
would be feasible and desirable to issue an official scace
ment suggesting that it would be useful for all concerned 
for Hanoi to send a spokesman to this country to debate 
Vietnam with one of our spokesmen O"-ler nation wide television 
for an hour or two? It would be important to limit the debate 
to the two men~ so that the differences would become crystal 
clear and would Dot be fuzzed by other Amer1ean and foreign 
participants of various politieal views. I believe that the 
hard-noEed, dOo~tie, doctrinaire attitude, mentality and 
line of the Hanoi leaders would come tbrO\1gh in such cO! 

debate, to our advantage (particularly since the Vietnamese 
visitor should have less rapport with the American public 
~V} would our representative). The 1!Iere issuance of such 
an. invitation or challenge might cause Ranoi to reconsider 
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its current estimate of the Johnson administration's Telation
ship with the American people and with the domestic anti~war 

movement. Moreover, it would not be easy for Hanoi to turn 
down such a challenge. However, if the challe-age were re
ject.ed (as I would guess it t.;rould be), we could exploit the 
refusal extensively here and around the world~ particularly 
since the story would have considerable publicity value. If 
the challenge were accepted t and the debate did take place, 
wo could then propose to Hanoi that our spokesman be allowed 
to participate in a si~lar deb~te over North Vietnamese 
radio. Once mora, refusal could be exploited flffectively. 
One way or the other 1 the outcome should be to 01~ advantage. 

Both of the foregoing tactics mi~;t have some 
effect on future domestic political developments. 
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